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YANMAR - boot Düsseldorf: YANMAR
Showcases Complete Line-Up of Sailboat
and Powerboat Engines at boot
Düsseldorf

YANMAR MARINE INTERNATIONAL, boot Düsseldorf, 19-27 January, Hall 10
Stand G57

YANMAR is highlighting the advanced technology and innovations behind its
complete line-up of sailboat and powerboat engines at this year’s boot



Düsseldorf. The leading supplier of innovative engines and technology-driven
marine propulsion systems is introducing its new 4LV250 sterndrive marine
diesel engine to showcase for the first time alongside the popular YANMAR
6LY and 8LV series and the proven JH common rail (CR) series of sailboat
engines.

Offering exceptional acceleration, fuel efficiency, quiet and virtually smoke
and odor free operation, and low vibration for a smooth-running engine, the
comprehensive and high-performance YANMAR range suit a wide variety of
vessels from sailboats, superyacht tenders, motorboats to fast sports craft and
ski boats.

Floris Lettinga, Director Sales and Marketing of YANMAR MARINE
INTERNATIONAL, said: “Following the launch of the full YANMAR 4LV series
range, we are delighted to showcase our extensive family of new generation
common rail marine diesel engines at boot Düsseldorf. Offering minimal fuel
consumption and exceptionally low noise and emission levels, our
strengthened range will enable more owners and operators to experience the
significant benefits associated with common rail technology. Our JH range
from 40 to 110 mhp, with the addition of the award-winning 3JH40, has
attracted an extensive variety of new customers – clear indication that this
family of engines has become the new global standard in sailboat
propulsion.”

YANMAR recently launched its next-generation five-engine 4LV sterndrive
marine diesel engine models fitted with the YANMAR ZT370 to complete its
4LV series. The 150 to 250 mhp range with YANMAR ZT370 sterndrive, adds
to the established 3500 rpm 150, 170, & 195 mhp units and highest-power
3800 rpm 230 and 250 mhp models.

Proved for cruising applications and ideal for installation in new craft with
limited engine-room space, the fourth-generation 6LY series has been built
with all the best attributes of its predecessors, combined with the latest
technical know-how to improve efficiency and reduce emissions. Meanwhile,
the high-end performance 8LV series is ideal for fast sports craft, ski boats
and luxury cruisers, combining astonishing speed and acceleration with low
noise levels and fuel economy. With a maximum engine speed of 3,800 rpm,
well ahead of other engines in this sector, it also provides excellent
performance at low speeds, idling at 550 rpm.



Visit YANMAR at this year’s boot Düsseldorf from 19th to 27th January in Hall
10 Stand G57.
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To schedule a meeting with YANMAR at boot Düsseldorf, please email Jules
at j.riegal@saltwater-stone.com
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YANMAR MARINE INTERNATIONAL is a top-tier provider of sailboat & small
craft engines, powerboat engines, light-duty commercial engines, propulsion
& maneuvering systems and spare parts. YANMAR MARINE INTERNATIONAL
is part of YANMAR’s Recreational Marine Business Unit, that also includes the
YANMAR Group companies VETUS, Mastry Engine Center and Flexofold.
VETUS, based in the Netherlands, is a global provider of marine engines,
generators and technical equipment for recreational marine craft and small
commercial vessels. Mastry Engine Center, based in Florida (USA), is a
provider of engineering, service repower and parts covering a wide range of
marine engine, powertrain and equipment applications. Flexofold, based in
Denmark, is a manufacturer of superior low-drag folding (shaft drive and
saildrive) propellers for sailboats and multihull yachts. More information:
www.yanmarmarine.com. 

http://www.yanmarmarine.com/

